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Abstract: This survey paper reviews all the major factors in validating three-level passwords such as one-factor authentication
using passwords and two-factor authentication is not enough to provide better security to the modern digital age with remarkable
advances in the field of information technology. Even when single-factor or two-factor authentication was used to secure remote
access and the system, hacking tools, were simple computer programs for collecting private keys, as well as private generators
have made it difficult to provide security. Security threats based on malware, such as important installed trackers, are always
available to improve security risks. This is necessary the use of a safe and easy-to-use object. As a result, Three Level Security is
an easy-to-use software. It also proves the use of different techniques used by different authors.
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I.
BACKGROUND
Security breaches can be a threat to national confidential data or confidential organizational or personal data. The most popular type
of password used for security purposes is based on scripts. However, these passwords may be easily violated and one may lose his
or her personal data in the wrong hands. With the rise of cybercrime, security threats related to access and access have become a
major problem. Also, the use of a single security guarantee is not enough to keep you safe from online threats. So to increase the
level of security, vision The Third Level Password Verification System will ensure that only authorized people will be able to access
it system or data. This program contains three level entries with three types of password systems. Project includes a login phrase, a
picture-based password-based password, and an image password. Password the difficulty increases with each level making access
more secure. In this way, the PHP-based Three Level Authentication System will help users keep their information safe from any
cyber criminals and online threats.
II.
INTRODUCTION
Every network system we use in our daily lives plays an important role in security. We wanted to expand protection by using a
three-level security system in Third Level Security. The most important part of any secure computer system secure user
authentication. Safety issues are increasing for all industries, including banks, health centers, and industries. User verification is
very common on mobile phones devices than desktop users due to the development of mobile devices and increased interoperability
mobile applications and web services. In most cases it guarantees many things, both the mobile device and the desktop is required.
III.
LITERATURE REVIEW
To higher apprehend the elements in play with authentication, it's miles first vital to apprehend what authentication is.
Authentication and the numerous measures of authentication are used to affirm that a particular consumer or manner is who they are
saying they are. It is that simple. There are 4 well-known methods that customers are authenticated [5]:
1) Something you Know: This is the maximum fundamental shape of authentication with which maximum customers are familiar.
This well-known is generally offered as a username or password which is understood handiest to the consumer.
2) Something you Have: This shape of authentication is represented with the aid of using the consumer having ownership of a
bodily entity or tool. This may be represented as a bodily token which includes the consumer’s cellphone or different media
tool producing a brief and on occasion unmarried use authentication code [5].
3) Something You Are: This shape of authentication is represented as a biometric signature which includes a fingerprint, retina
scan, or facial recognition. This is normally visible as one of the most powerful types of authentication whilst carried out
properly.
4) Someplace you are: This shape of authentication corresponds to wherein a consumer or manner is located, and in reaction offers
or denies get entry to sources accordingly. This well-known may be carried out via using quite a number of IP addresses or
geographic area points [5].
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Progress in validation strategies ought to don't forget the authentication inevitability of tomorrow, now no longer today. When the
lot is in order, its miles essential to spend extra in an effort to acquire a better degree of protection. With time, retaining an excessive
degree of protection turns into extra hard and inconvenient. Some problems may be predicted and projected, along with advances in
computer systems which can be making dictionary- attacking a password database less difficult and less difficult. Some issues are
extra hard to predict, along with the invention of new "day-zero" vulnerabilities in software program [1, 7].
In this Three Level Security we have got tired to boom the protection through concerning a 3-level protection method, concerning
text in maximum instances based absolutely at degree one, image based absolutely Authentication at Level two, and automatic
generated one-time password (received through an automatic message to the user) at degree three. In 2d degree, the use of awesome
photograph set with inside the IBA System Authentication plays a vital role in shielding reassess in competition to unauthorized and
smuggled use [4, 6].
With the use of biometrics and other authentication methods in an efficient manner, the implementation of a future market standard
of a three-factor authentication approach becomes all but assured. Efficiency breeds confidence, and confidence breeds’
dependability. It's difficult to dismiss the increased reliability of a more secure platform with three-factor authentication. With more
research, the software might be extended to allow users to create their own accounts, as well as to save credentials and biometric
reference tags in each user's account [5].
Multifactor authentication (MFA) is a secure tool type in which multiple shape of authentication is carried out to affirm the
legitimacy of a transaction. In contrast, unmarried component authentication (SFA) entails most effective a person ID and password.
In two-component authentication, the person gives twin manner of identification, one in every of that's normally a bodily token,
including a card, and the alternative of that's normally something memorized, including a safety code. Additional authentication
strategies that may be used in MFA consist of verification including finger scanning, iris reputation, facial reputation and voice ID
[2, 3, 9, and 11].
The proposed technique makes use of 3 elements to authenticate the consumer into the goal application/website. The first
component is a regular method, which isn't very tough to utilize, reasonably-priced and steady, that is the conventional mode of
validation referred to as Alphanumeric Password. The 2d component is the method this is additionally clean to apply and steady that
is a Graphical Password which includes click on points, Pass faces, and picture and image primarily based totally data. After the
consumer presents his/her username to login into their account, first authentication take a look at can be the Alphanumeric Password
which is selected on the time of registration for that unique site/account [1].Once it’s get proven through the admin, the consumer
has to offer the picture password to pass the second one safety take a look at, so one can be an picture, click on point / pass faces. If
the verification failed at both gateway, alarm message can be sent to the consumer declaring fake authentication. If the verification
succeeded, as a 3rd component, one of the safety questions saved on the time of registration will randomly displayed and the
consumer has to offer the appropriate solution. If incorrect solution is given then authentication fails in any other case the consumer
can be authenticated to go into th website/account. Features of the proposed validation gadget are, it's far less complicated to apply,
steady and reasonably-priced. Both the passwords and solutions are consumer selected now no longer given through different
password control gadget. And the ones passwords and solutions maintained through Carrier Company of the website/consumer
account and now no longer through password control gadget. This will increase the fulfillment of the proposed gadget to the most
extent [1].
The proposed system is a MFA scheme that has the advantages of diverse authentication schemes. Users have the entire freedom to
pick out whether or not the 3-D password may be entirely recall, biometrics, recognition, or token based, or a mixture of schemes or
more. This sort of choice is crucial due to the fact users are one of a kind and that they have various requirements. Hence, to make
sure excessive user acceptability, the user’s freedom of choice is crucial.
Proposed system is as follows: Two Way authentication system (3-D password). In this study there are 3 stages. In first phase of
security user should provide (Text) username and password, if username and password given by the user is authenticated by admin
side then user will get into the 3-D surroundings. 3-D surroundings is the second phase of security, on this user will move a few
objects and those places of objects may be taken into consideration as password, if the 3-D graphical password is accurate then user
gets one time generated code on their mobile.
This is very last 1/3 phase of security, then user want to go into that to the website interface and if entered code is accurate then user
once more get hold of color code on mobile. User will set up that color code if it's far accurate, then the website's web page
containing various action items will be displayed in order to perform various actions.[3]
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IV.
OBJECTIVES
This project aims to achieve the higher level of security in user authentication. Users will be given access to set passwords at will.
Project contains text encryption i.e. pass phrase, PIN or pattern supported password and three-level OTP password respectively.
This way it will be less likely of the bot or anyone to crack passwords whether you break the first or second level, or it is impossible
to postpone a third. Therefore during the development of technology the use of new and unusual ways. The main purpose of the
Level 3 security plan is also different esoteric tutorial on using OTP as a password that helps give the system extremely secure, thus
uses 3 levels of security i.e.
1) Text Authentication (LEVEL-1)
2) PIN or Pattern (LEVEL-2)
3) OTP Authentication (LEVEL-3)
V.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY/IDEA
In everyday life, all businesses, government agencies, and other organizations are investing heavily and computer memory for data
protection. Online password guesses have been known since the early days of the internet, there was little education on prevention
strategies. This project provides 3 levels of secure authentication system. When creating a password, there is a PIN or pattern user to
select three click points or pixel points within that range. After considering the pixel locations the user must log in again and
confirm the next level of login process, that is, the OTP transaction is sent to the phone number. Therefore this functionality
encourages users to select Image and click points that are difficult to guess. Brute power and dictionary password attack - remote
login only now is full and constantly increasing. Although such prevention Attack, enabling easy login for legitimate users is a
serious problem. Automatic Turing Check is in progress to be an effective, easy-to-use method - to use the default login detection
method automatically costs to users.
VI.
CONCLUSION
Authentication is critical for safeguarding resources against illegal access. There are a variety of authentication techniques available,
ranging from simple secret-based authentication to overprice and computation-intensive identifying systems. However, the most
widely used authentication method still relies on the use of text passwords. Text-based passwords don't appear to be safe enough for
various applications that use access management technologies to enforce security. Text-based passwords with authentication
functionality have significant limitations. We tend to face live in our anticipated system, offering security on three levels. The first
level text password identification is followed by the second level text password identification.
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